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WILLIAM P. PATERSON PAPERS

The Papers in this collection have been arranged in five sections as follows with occasional modifications.

PAT01 - Books (shelved)
PAT02 - Theological Papers
PAT03 - General Addresses
PAT04 - Extracts from Periodicals
PAT05 - Miscellaneous

+++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
The entries are arranged as follows:-

1) Type and content or author 2) Reference
3) Date or other information 4) Sheets or Pages

Example:-

Scott, Sir Walter - Centenary  PAT-03-07
19230921 - Oration by WPP  18MS+4PT(Programme)

The following contractions have been used in item 4:-

MS = Manuscript
NPC = Newspaper Cutting
PMS = Pencil Manuscript
PT = Print
TS = Typescript

Paterson's paging has been used as a count where it exists
Brotherhood, Recent History & the call to  
19190529-G. Assy closing Address by WPP  
Faith, the Rule of by WPP  
German Culture (essays ed WPP)  
1915.Jack TC & EC  
Muster, in the days of the -Sermons by WPP  
1914 -Hodder & Stoughton  
Ordeal, in the day of the -Sermons by WPP  
1917 -Clark, T. & T.  
Prayer, the Power of(essays ed.WPP)  
1920 Walker Trust Essays  
Religion, the Nature of -Giffords by WPP  
1925 Hodder & Stoughton  
Religion, the Nature of -Giffords by WPP  
1925 Hodder & Stoughton  
Social Evils and Problems -WPP & Watson, David  
1918 (G. Assy Comm. on the War)  
Animism - Lecture summary WPP  
00000000  
Casuistry, A Question of -WPP  
00000000 - Notes by WPP  
Dogmatic Theology - Outline Hist.  
1916 - WPP for Theol. Library  
Theology, the Position & the Prospects of  
19031014 - WPP Inaug. Lect. Edinburgh  
Science, Philosophy & Theology  
00000000 Summary of relationships  
Sermon -Lk2215 - WPP  
0000  
France, Tour of by WPP  
1923 ca  
Greek Class Dinner  
00000000 - Speech by WPP  
History, The Meaning of Human  
00000000 - Course by WPP  
Knox, John  
00000000 - Lecture by WPP  
Past and Present  
00000000 - Lecture by WPP  
Public Speaking, The art of  
19271025 -Lect. to Diagnostic Socy  
Royal High School  
00000000 - Toast by WPP  
Scott, Sir Walter -Centenary  
19320921 - Oration by WPP  
PAT-01-01  
54PT  
PAT-01-02  
468PT  
PAT-01-03  
384PT  
PAT-01-04  
136PT  
PAT-01-05  
262PT  
PAT-01-06  
643PT  
PAT-01-07  
508 PT  
PAT-01-08  
508PT (intlv.aut.notes)  
PAT-01-09  
275PT  
PAT-02-01  
19PT(intlv.notes)  
PAT-02-02  
11MS  
PAT-02-03  
20PT(2cop. 1bd)  
PAT-02-04  
36PT (3 cop.)  
PAT-02-05  
12PT  
PAT-02-06  
17MS  
PAT-03-01  
10MS  
PAT-03-02  
10MS  
PAT-03-03  
25TS+2MS  
PAT-03-04  
10TS  
PAT-03-05  
11TS  
PAT-03-06  
18MS  
PAT-03-07  
13MS  
PAT-03-08  
18MS +4PT(Programme)
Character, A School of - Address by WPP
19340628 St Giles
Abstinence & Prohibition - report by WPP
19320516 Scot. Temperance Reformer
Vast & Beneficent Enterprise, A (For.Mission)
19310300 - L & Wk - art by WPP
Moderator, A Message from the (WPP)
19191210 - Teachers' Mag.
Treasure and the Pearl, Parables of
192703&04 - Exp. Times 39 (art. by WPP)
Providence and the War
19161000 - Offpt. Ex Times 28-1 art WPP
Repentance, the Call to - address by WPP
19311100 - Forward Mvmt. Congress
Sin, the Christian Doctrine of - rev. art. by WPP
18980400 - Exp. Times 9-7
Unjust Steward, The - art. WPP
19240600 - Exp. Times 35-9
An Appreciation of WPP (Anon)
19010227 - Abdn. - Alma Mater 18-17
Letters re WPP Appt. to Aberdeen
19030723 - Br. Weekly 34(40873)
Letter - Prof. Rbnt Flint, to WPP
19040915 - Musselburgh - re Ch & State
Report - Chapman-Alexander Mission
19140204 - The Life of Faith
Note re WPP Sermon - Pac.of Medicine bicentenary
1926 -St Giles
Presbytery of Edinburgh - Modr WPP
19291008 St Andrews Church (Service Order)
Gen. Assy 1930 - Picture with WPP (Ret. Modr)
19300700 - Life & Work NS 7
Obituary - W. A. Curtis for WPP
19390200 - Life & Work NS 10
Treaty of Union - Art. by Saunders, Ian
19690206 - Scotsman
Photographs of WPP - 8 assorted
00000000
Letter WPP to D. S Hopkirk, Edin.
19310619 - Apol. re Meeting
Letter -Elzie Paterson (d.of WPP?) to DS Hopkirk
19341017 Edinburgh
Visiting Card of WPP to Anon
00000000 - thanks & rejection of cremation service
Notes - Theol. Details - by D.S. Hopkirk?
00000000